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ABSTRACT

CCAT will be a 25 m diameter sub-millimeter telescope capable of operating in the 0.2 to 2.1 mm wavelength
range. It will be located at an altitude of 5600 m on Cerro Chajnantor in northern Chile near the ALMA site.
The anticipated first generation instruments include large format (60,000) kinetic inductance detector (KID)
cameras, a large format heterodyne array and a direct detection multi-object spectrometer. The paper describes
the architecture of the CCAT software and the development strategy.

Keywords: Astronomy software, Facilities: CCAT, Software Development, Observatories, Submillimeter: gen-
eral

1. INTRODUCTION

CCAT1–5 is a 25 m diameter sub-millimeter telescope to be built at an altitude of 5600 m on Cerro Chajnantor
in Chile near the ALMA site. Operating at this altitude results in excellent transparency across all observing
bands from 350µm to 2 mm, including the potential to observe at 200 um in the best weather conditions.5,6

The CCAT project has identified four first generation instruments to achieve its science goals. SWCam7–9 will
have of order 60,000 detectors operating mainly at 350µm with additional detectors at 450, 850 and 2000µm.
CHAI10 will be a large format heterodyne array operating simultaneously in two bands (two of 850, 600 and
350µm) with at least 32 elements per band, with the backend able to process spectra with a bandwidth of at
least 4 GHz and 64k channels. LWCam11 will be a dedicated long-wave camera operating in 5-6 bands between
750 µm and 2.1 mm with a long-wavelength goal of 3.3 mm. X-Spec12,13 will be a multi-object spectrometer
with ∼ 100 beams on the sky, each covering a frequency range of 190-520 GHz in two bands simultaneously with
a resolving power of 400 – 700.

CCAT software development covers all phases of Observatory operations (see Figure 1), including observation
preparation, dynamic scheduling, observation execution, data management and data reduction. In this paper we
present an overview on the software design and a report on current status. The main drivers for the software
design are:

1. Data rates that exceed a petabyte per year for the first generation instruments.
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Figure 1. Overview of CCAT software systems. Observations are prepared and stored in a database to be queried by the
scheduler. The Observatory Control System executes observations and data flows from the instruments and telescope to
the Data Capturer, which collates the output and makes the data files available to the Observatory Quick Look pipeline
and data transport system. Preview data products are generated and made available to astronomers as part of reports
on the status of their projects.

2. Remote operations of a telescope at an inhospitable site, with remote monitoring of observatory status by
observers and engineers.

The data rate for SWCam is expected to be of order 1 Gbps, assuming some lossless compression is employed
resulting in a variable bit depth9,14∗. The CHAI data rate for the baseline array design with 10 Hz readout for
on-the-fly mapping is approximately 1.4 Gbps. The estimated annual rate for CCAT, taking weather statistics
into account,6 is of order 1.5 petabytes.

2. OBSERVATORY CONTROL SYSTEM

The design of the Observatory Control System (OCS) for the CCAT telescope is based on an approach used at
a number of current and past telescopes, such as the CBI,15 QUIET16 and OVRO 40m17 telescopes. Figure 2
shows the two major parts of the OCS and how they interact with user interfaces, the dynamic scheduler, the
telescope control system (TCS), and various instruments.

The OCS will be a minimal system that has no knowledge of the TCS, the science instruments or any other
systems until they connect to it. When any system connects to the OCS, it will send the OCS the declarations
of the commands that it supports and the monitoring values that it can supply. Thereafter, interactive users,
the dynamic scheduler and observing scripts will be able to send commands to these systems and receive regular
updates of dynamically-selected monitoring values at 0.1 s intervals. All systems that the OCS controls will be
treated as independent self-contained control-systems, each of which will perform high level operations that are
initiated by commands sent to them by the OCS.

∗see for example the slimdata algorithm, http://sourceforge.net/projects/slimdata/
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Figure 2. The topology of the Observatory Control System (OCS). The OCS contains a script interpreter, which sends
commands to external systems, and a component that receives monitoring values from external systems and distributes
them to user-interfaces, a dynamic scheduler and the script interpreter.

Coordination of the independent operations in the various instruments and the TCS will be performed by
scripts. The scripts will be written in a custom high-level language, which has been designed for asynchronous
control with bounded latencies. The language has the ability to quickly respond to monitoring feedback from
any controlled system, including the ability to cancel and preempt any ongoing operation.

Communications between the OCS and controlled systems will occur on a 10 Hz communication cycle. During
each cycle, a block of commands and a block of selected monitoring values will be exchanged between the OCS
and each controlled system. The sizes of these blocks are too large for many industrial Ethernet protocols, and
many of these protocols don’t allow dynamic reconfiguration for new instruments, or the ability to send messages
with varying contents. Rather than attempt to design our own protocol, TCP/IP will be used.

Using TCP/IP for control takes some care. TCP/IP is optimized for continuous streams of data sent over
large distances. It quickly notices and retransmits dropped packets when the receiving TCP/IP stack sees a gap
in the stream of packet sequence-numbers, but this only happens if more packets follow the dropped packets. A
dropped packet at the end of a short control message isn’t noticed or retransmitted for some time (0.2 s between
Linux hosts). A similar problem occurs even when no packets are dropped, because of a well known interaction
between Nagle’s algorithm and delayed acknowledgments.18 To remedy both of these issues, Nagle’s algorithm
is disabled by using the TCP NODELAY configuration option, and the OCS communication scheme requires that
whenever a message is sent to a recipient, the recipient send back an acknowledging reply. If this reply is not
received within 25 ms, the sender transmits an extra message of a few packets, which simply asks the recipient
to echo this message back to the sender. The extra packets in this echoed message reveal any gap in the stream
of packets to the receiving TCP/IP stack, which then initiates TCP/IP’s fast-retransmit scheme for the dropped
packets.

The communication scheme described above has been tested on a cluster of 11 computers. One computer
acted like the OCS server and the rest acted like client instruments. The goal was to verify that the server
and each of the 10 client computers could repeatably exchange a simulated 1 kB-100 kB monitoring message and
ten simulated command messages of 1 kB size within a 0.1 second deadline. During a contiguous period of 33
hours, the server and clients exchanged the above messages at successive intervals of 0.1 s, and all messages were
successfully delivered well within their 0.1 s deadlines. This was not true when the test was repeated without
the countermeasures discussed above. In that case many messages did miss their deadlines.
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3. OBSERVATION PREPARATION

At CCAT there will be several ways of specifying an observation. For experimentation and direct control of
all instrument facilities an approved observer can interact with the OCS directly and submit scripts using the
custom language detailed in section 2. They are in full control of observing and bypass the dynamic scheduler.

For most observations, observers will prepare minimum schedulable blocks (MSBs) using the Observing
Tool (OT). The OT can be used to prepare MSBs containing one or more observations such that the technical
implementation details of a particular observing mode are hidden, allowing the astronomer to focus on the science
requirements for each observation. The science specification of this MSB will be stored in a database for later
querying by the dynamic scheduler. It is only once the scheduler has selected a particular MSB that the abstract
view of the observing will be translated into an OCS observing script ready for execution.

Observers will also be able to supply an OCS script of the core observing mode but uploaded to the observation
request database along with scheduling parameters and expected duration. The dynamic scheduler will select
the MSB as usual but there will of course be no translation. Instead the scheduler will wrap the supplied script
with code that will firstly ensure that the resulting data will be assigned to the correct observing project, and
secondly, ensure that the script is stopped if it takes significantly longer to execute than was expected.

3.1 Tool Selection

A number of observing tools have been developed over the years19–25 and after careful consideration the project
has adopted the JCMT-OT,21 as used at the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT), to form the basis of
the CCAT-OT for the initial development phase. The JCMT-OT is the sub-millimeter ground-based telescope
version of the generic JAC-OT written by the Joint Astronomy Centre that also supports the United Kingdom
Infrared Telescope (UKIRT).26–28 It supports the HARP heterodyne receiver29 and the SCUBA-2 bolometer
array,30 which are similar to CHAI and SWCam.

The JCMT-OT is written in Java and supports self-updating using Java Web Start. Visualisation of the
instruments on the sky is provided by JSky.31 Proposal preparation is not part of the JCMT-OT and we are
considering using NorthStar,32 which would work with minor modifications.

3.2 Modifications

The JCMT-OT will require modifications in order to support CCAT. In particular, code will need to be written
to support the X-Spec multi-object spectrometer so that the individual beams can be positioned correctly.

MSB durations do not need to be extremely accurate, unlike for satellite missions, and time estimates can be
done locally in the tool without requiring extensive server-side processing. An error of tens of seconds in a ten
minute observation is acceptable given the use of a dynamic scheduler rather than a pre-determined night plan.

The atmospheric model used for the time estimators will have to be modified for Chajnantor and the high
frequency bands supported by CHAI. We are also considering improving the spectral editor capabilities of the
JCMT-OT to more closely resemble the functionality and look currently available in the ALMA-OT.33

The JCMT-OT source code is released under the GNU General Public License v2 for the JCMT components,
with the original Gemini code using the 3-clause BSD license. The source code is available on a public repository∗.
The code will need some refactoring to meet the needs of CCAT users. The JCMT and UKIRT components
are integrated within the code base and will need to be separated out. The code base is not supported by an
accompanying set of unit test code, so there will be some effort required to bring the code up to more modern
software development standards. These efforts will largely go unseen by the general astronomer. The front-end
conversion of the tool to something that looks like a CCAT-OT will be relatively straightforward as seen in
Figure 3 where we have already demonstrated the ability to define an SWCam component.

∗https://github.com/jac-h/observing-tool
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Figure 3. The CCAT-OT prototype showing a science program that includes MSBs with an SWCam component.

4. RAW DATA MODEL

The instrumental data rates are such that we have decided to use a loosely-coupled distributed data acquisition
system where each system controlled by the OCS writes out a time-series independently of all other systems but
where synchronization is managed by accurate recording of time stamps. It is up to the data reduction software
to take the time stamps and determine which sequences are related. Each system writes out time-series using
the same data model and a central data capturer task (see §5.1) collates the individual components and creates a
linker file referencing them. The data capturer does not require highly synchronized coordination of data writing
between systems.

We have evaluated the existing data models MBFITS,34 NDF35,36 and LOFAR.37 In view of CCAT’s demands,
each of these data models has its advantages and disadvantages: MBFITS keeps data from different systems in
different files, in accordance with the envisaged distributed data acquisition scheme; however, although MBFITS
was designed and is being used for continuum and spectral line arrays conceptually similar to CCAT’s first-light
instruments, the data model is not flexible enough for new types of instruments like X-Spec. In contrast, NDF
gives data authors wide freedom to design specialized data models on top of the general NDF model, and such
data models for raw data (and data products) from continuum and spectral line arrays are in use; however,
since NDF lacks mechanisms to establish links between structures in different files (such as the Hierarchical
Grouping mechanism in FITS, or external links in HDF5), such links can only be expressed by location of files
in the file system and directory and file names. The LOFAR Data Types (implemented in HDF5) are a family
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<ObsID>.h5 Group Basic metadata

|--OCS Group OCS metadata

|--... other static metadata

|

|--TCS Group (ext. link) static TCS metadata

| |--TCS_00001 Group (ext. link) TCS data

| --TCS_00002 Group (ext. link) TCS data

|

|--SWCam350 Group (ext. link) static SWCam350 metadata

| |--SWCam350_00001 Group (ext. link) SWCam350 data

| --SWCam350_00002 Group (ext. link) SWCam350 data

|

--SWCam450 Group (ext. link) static SWCam450 metadata

|--SWCam450_00001 Group (ext. link) SWCam450 data

--SWCam450_00002 Group (ext. link) SWCam450 data

Figure 4. The HDF5 hierarchy of an observation with the 350µm and 450µm sections of SWCam. The HDF5 root group
and other groups directly below the root group (like the shown OCS group which holds OCS-related metadata) contain
observation-related static metadata. TCS and instrument data and metadata are stored in separate files, external links
are used to establish a single HDF5 hierarchy for all data in the dataset.

of related hierarchical data models for raw data and data products for various LOFAR observing modes; they
share common structures for common data and metadata and allow specialized structures. However, the data
models reflect the specific structure of the LOFAR array and its observation modes too much to be used directly
for a single-dish telescope with radically different observing modes.

We have decided to develop a new data model based on HDF538 as the low-level data format, but that shares
the merits of the evaluated data models. During an observation, the data capturer, the TCS, and involved
instruments write their data to HDF5 files independently. The set of these files forms a dataset that contains all
data and metadata of the involved systems during this observation. In order to avoid excessive file sizes, bulk
data from the TCS and science instruments will be recorded in sequences of data files which hold chunks of data
for 30 s each.

In order to form a single HDF5 hierarchy from the HDF5 structures in the files of a dataset, HDF5’s external
links are used. The result is a HDF5 hierarchy with basic observation-related metadata at the root of the
hierarchy, and TCS and instrument specific structures further down the hierarchy. Each OCS client system will
write out structures in a standard way such that the TCS component of a CHAI observation will be identical
to that of an SWCam observation. Furthermore, following the lead from NDF, structure layouts will be re-used
wherever possible when designing the form of instrument-specific structures and, for example, the time field in
every time-series table will use the same name and format to encourage code re-use and aid in cross-instrument
understanding. There is, however, no requirement for each instrument to adopt data models that do not fit
well with the needs of the particular instrument. This approach provides a good compromise between a well-
constrained model and one with sufficient flexibility to cope with the specific needs of instruments. Figure 4
illustrates the proposed top-level HDF5 hierarchy.

HDF5’s external links rely on pathnames of the referenced files; since absolute pathnames are not invariant
when files are moved, only relative pathnames are used. This requires that all files of a dataset reside in a single
directory tree. This can be achieved with mounts and (file-system) symbolic links and it is also likely that we
will adopt the approach of using a distributed file system such as GPFS. Figure 5 sketches the resulting directory
structure.

5. OBSERVATORY STATUS DATABASE

The CCAT Observatory Status Database (OSD) stores and retrieves information on all observatory operations
and forms the central “brain” of the CCAT Observatory Data Management System. Comprising a heterogeneous
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<DataRoot>/<ObsID>/ Dir Root directory for observation dataset

|--<ObsID>.h5 File Central linker file

|

|--TCS/ Dir (symb. link) Directory dedicated to TCS

| |--<ObsID>_00001.h5 File TCS data

| --<ObsID>_00002.h5 File TCS data

|

|--SWCam350/ Dir (symb. link) Directory dedicated to SWCam350

| |--<ObsID>_00001.h5 File SWCam350 data

| --<ObsID>_00002.h5 File SWCam350 data

|

--SWCam450/ Dir (symb. link) Directory dedicated to SWCam450

|--<ObsID>_00001.h5 File SWCam450 data

--<ObsID>_00002.h5 File SWCam450 data

Figure 5. Directories and files for the dataset sketched in Fig. 4. The subdirectories with data from the TCS and
instrument sections are mapped with mounts and symbolic links into the central directory structure. Data from the TCS
and instruments is recorded in sequences of data files with 30 s of data each.

system of relational database and file system storage with file readers, the OSD has a programmatic interface
for input and queries of operational CCAT data.

The OSD will have two geographically distinct components: the Live OSD at the Observatory and the Legacy
OSD hosted at a CCAT Datacenter. Query access to both components will be through a single interface and by
default the querying party will not know which component is serving their results.

5.1 CCAT Observatory data management

Figure 6 shows the overall data flow for CCAT data management. Key components include:

• Data Capturer: software system responsible for collating science data from the individual controlled sys-
tems, informing Obervatory Quicklook of the availability and location of the data and updating the OSD

• Housekeeping Data (HK): all non-detector data from Controlled Systems

• Data Transport System: Initiates network transfer and tracks network and physical transport of CCAT
data files.

5.2 OSD Requirements

In addition to standard data storage requirements such as those relating to robustness and preservation of the
integrity of relationships between data, specific key requirements on the OSD design include:

• The OSD will have to consume HK data at a rate of ∼Mbits/s 24 hours a day

• The OSD shall have capacity to hold 30 days of HK data before transfer to the Legacy OSD for permanent
storage.

• The maximum allowed period after HK data are sent to the Live OSD to being available in query responses
is 30 seconds.
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Figure 6. CCAT Data Management Schema. Thick arrows represent bulk data flow and thinner arrows represent control
and metadata communications, with double-headed arrows representing “fast” connections with 1–3 s latency.

5.3 OSD Prototype

The OSD prototype is built in a development environment using the following technologies:

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 6.5 for Controlled System and Data Storage machines including the file
storage of HK data

• Microsoft SQL Server 2012 running on Windows Server 2012

• KVM for virtualization, running on an RHEL host

• Python 3.4 for the OSD Application Programming Interface (API)

• FreeTDS and pyodbc for database access (considering alternatives for ongoing development)

• Stored Procedures for typical database operations, with ownership chaining, bound parameters and delin-
eated permissions to control access to the database.

The OSD prototype API consists of python modules to serve calls from client code, which are validated
against function specifications in ancillary files and then executed, returning requested responses to the calling
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code. The API is installed using setuptools onto the client machine via a standard setup.py call and can be
downloaded from the Github repository in its entirety.

The OSD prototype is a collection of tables simply distinguishing between data files, about which metadata
are stored including the location of the file, and “data records”, data which are to be stored in a SQL Server
native type in database fields. A suite of stored procedures written in static parametrized SQL ensure that
insertions of data and metadata preserve relationships between fields, which are enforced by foreign keys and
allow efficient querying of the OSD.

6. OBSERVATION MANAGEMENT

The management of observations is a critical component of a flexibly scheduled telescope.39–41 In general,
Observations are defined by Scientists or by automated survey definition tools and have to be tracked to ensure
that the highest priority observations are performed.

If someone is monitoring the observations there must be a way for time-stamped commentary to be recorded
to provide additional information that is not available from the monitored computer systems. This could involve
a comment on data quality, the reason why a particular instrument has been removed from the scheduler, or a
statement from an engineer regarding why an instrument warmed up. The entry will contain the time the entry
was made and also the time for which the entry was relevant as the comment may be made for some event that
happened in the past. This system provides a narrative log of events at the telescope and why decisions have
been made.

The data reduction pipelines running at the summit and base facility will generate quality assurance pa-
rameters automatically and will make this information available to the observing log. Additionally it shall be
possible for people (for example the current observer, instrument team, staff or collaborators) to comment on
a particular observation or a particular observation block. This can be done during observing or later on after
data have been inspected more carefully.

It is important that scientists be able to inspect their data in near real-time and if necessary modify their
observing program to optimize the science. All the logging information, along with pipeline products, quality
assurance data, and monitoring data (such as weather statistics) will be made available to the astronomers so
they can make informed decisions on data quality. There will also be a helpdesk system to allow astronomers to
ask questions about their data and observing program.

7. SWCAM DATA REDUCTION

Current ground-based submillimeter instruments, such as SCUBA-2,30 SHARC-242 and LABOCA,43 have 100–
1000s of detectors. SWCam will have ∼60,000 detectors across four wavelengths. Up to 48,000 detectors will be
at 350µm, the primary wavelength for the instrument. Additionally, the SWCam KID detectors will be sampled
at ∼1000 Hz (to a maximum rate of 1500 Hz), while the bolometer detectors on current instruments are sampled
at ∼100 Hz. This increase in sample rate is driven by the combination of smaller beam sizes and faster telescope
scan rates at CCAT compared to existing facilities. The combined increase in number of detectors and sample
rate for SWCam compared to current instruments results in a factor of 55 increase in data size over the largest
detectors today. It will be a challenge to reduce these large datasets.

Map-making in the context of the next generation of submillimeter cameras, such as SWCam, has been
described elsewhere.44 The above-mentioned instruments all make use of iterative techniques to reduce common-
mode and correlated noise.45–48 These map-makers are based on similar algorithms; we focus on SMURF,45,49

the SCUBA-2 map-maker, as it was developed by the current team members, is highly configurable, is part of
the open source Starlink software collection50†, and is in active development by the Joint Astronomy Centre51‡.
Ref. 44 estimates how the SMURF run time will scale from SCUBA-2 to SWCam, and concludes that to keep
up with data collection, we will need either (i) several high-end machines running on independent datasets or
(ii) a cluster of machines running a parallelized version of the map-maker. The parallel option has the additional

†http://www.starlink.ac.uk
‡http://pipelinesandarchives.blogspot.com
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Figure 7. A schematic for how distributed-memory parallelization of SMURF might work. The individual models are
indicated by a three letter code: COM is the common-mode removal, EXT is atmospheric extinction correction, FLT is a
Fourier filter, AST is the astronomical signal and NOI is a noise model. Horizontal arrows indicate modules where inter-node
communication is required. The others are trivially parallelized. Figure reproduced from Ref. 44.

advantage that larger datasets (longer than about 15 minutes of observation) can be reduced without caching to
disk, as the data can be divided amongst the machines. In light of this, we have investigated how SMURF could
be modified to run on a distributed-memory cluster.

Figure 7 shows a schematic of how a parallelized SMURF might be laid out. In this model, each process
manages a unique chunk of data, split so that each chunk contains the full time streams for a number of detectors.
The iterative algorithm is modular, solving for a number of (user-specified) models sequentially during each
iteration. The program runs serially in each process, with communications between processes occuring when
necessary. Some models, such as the filter model, which applies a high-pass filter to each time stream in order
to reduce low-frequency detector and atmospheric noise, are trivially parallelized, as each process can apply the
filter to its chunk of detectors, without the need to communicate with other processes. Other models, such
as the common-mode model, which removes a signal common to all detectors at each time sample, require
communication between all processes. Due to this communication overhead, in addition to the fact that the
program will proceed at the rate of the slowest process, it is not expected that the run time will scale as the
inverse of the number of processes.

A proof-of-concept implementation of the algorithm described above has been written§ to explore the scaling
of run time with the number of processors for a range of data sizes. The data sets used have 64, 256 and 4096
detectors, laid out in a square array, with the spacing adjusted so that the detector array has the same angular
size on the sky, ensuring that the sky coverage is the same in all simulations. The simulated data sets are created
with 1800 s of data and a sampling rate of 1500 Hz. The timing tests are run on Grex, a compute cluster that

§https://github.com/CCATObservatory/mpi-mapmaker-test
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Figure 8. Results of timing tests of SWCam prototype parallel map-maker. Left panel: Three timing tests for three
detector counts (indicated by colored points). The input data consist of 1800 s of data sampled at 1500 Hz. All three tests
are fit simultaneously with a common power-law index (solid lines), showing that a common slope is consistent with the
data. Right Panel: Breakdown of subroutine run times for the Ndet = 4096 data set. The best-fit power-law index for
each component is indicated at the left edge of the associated curve.

is part of the WestGrid network.¶ Grex consists of a total of 316 nodes, each with two 6-core 2.66 GHz CPUs.
The cluster features 24 nodes with 96 GB memory and the remaining 292 have 48 GB. For each data set, we
have run the map-maker using a range of number of nodes. Where possible (namely the Ndet = 64 and 256
data sets), we start with one processor and increase the number by factors of two until each process is operating
on one detector (Nproc = 64 and 256, respectively). For the Nndet= 4096 data set, the memory requirements
prohibit using fewer than 8 processors (72 GB memory required per process), and we stop at Nproc = 1024, a
large fraction of the available number of processors.

The results of the timing tests are shown in the left panel of Figure 8. For each of the three datasets, run
time is plotted vs. number of processors used in the map-making run. The datasets are simultaneously fit with
a power law with common power-law index, tj = Aj × (Nproc)

−α, where the index j labels the three different
datasets. The best-fit index is α = 0.762; this is shallower than perfect scaling (α = 1.0), but that is to be
expected due to communication time overhead. It is encouraging, however, that the power-law relation appears
to continue to large Nproc. While doubling the number of available processors does not halve the run time, it does
significantly improve the run time, reducing it by about 40 per cent, and additionally reduces the per-processor
memory requirements (by about a factor of two).

The right-hand panel of Figure 8 shows how the run times of individual noise/signal models scale with the
number of processors. It shows the breakdown of run times for the Ndet = 4096 dataset, including the best-fit
power-law indices for each component (annotated at the left edge of each line). We see that the high-pass filter
model, which runs independently in each process, not requiring communications between processes, falls steeply,
with a slope of nearly α = 1.0. The other models, the common-mode removal and map rebinning, require
communication between all processes, and thus do not scale as steeply as α = 1.0.

While the run time does not scale perfectly with the number of processors used, the improvement is still
significant. Ref. 44 states that 16 minutes of SCUBA-2 data can be reduced on a dual quad-core CPU in 7

¶http://www.westgrid.ca
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minutes using 33 GB of memory. Using the data scaling factor of 55 from SCUBA-2 to SWCam 350µm, this
same machine will take about six hours to reduce 16 minutes of SWCam 350µm data. Using the overall best-fit
power-law index of Figure 8, α = 0.762, a cluster of 50 of the above-described machines reduces the run time by
a factor of 20 to ∼ 20 minutes. The memory required is about 90 GB per node. Assuming that CCAT observes
12 hours per day, the parallel algorithm described here will therefore be able to keep up with data collection
using mid-level hardware available today.

8. CHAI DATA REDUCTION

Even in its smallest configuration and readout rate CHAI will be generating hundreds of thousands of spectra per
night and for large area on-the-fly mapping there may be millions. Reducing those spectra requires automated
pipelines capable of detecting bad spectra and removing baseline artifacts with minimal input from a human
operator.

The CHAI data reduction has to perform the reference subtraction, including a correction for drifts, the
frequency and intensity calibration, the flagging of known problems, such as bad channels or pixels, a baseline
subtraction, and the evaluation of the resulting data quality in terms of noise and the lack of unknown artifacts.
The pipeline52–55 for the HARP instrument29 at the JCMT is designed specifically for automated cube creation
and we are using it to investigate scaling and performance issues from a 16-element instrument to larger arrays.
We are testing the pipeline on two data sets. The first data set comes from the SMART56–58 instrument on
NANTEN2 providing direct comparison with the current Köln data reduction software written in CLASS which
is part of the GILDAS data reduction package59∗. The second data set comes from commissioning data from
the 64-element Supercam60 on the Heinrich Hertz Submillimeter Telescope (HHSMT). The Supercam data has
eight times the detector count of HARP although the channel count, 900 channels, is nine times lower than
the 8192 channels usually present in HARP spectra. Both these data sets provide different tests of the pipeline
infrastructure and how the algorithm behaves as more detectors and channels are used and will provide excellent
feedback into the CHAI pipeline design phase.

9. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The CCAT software team is currently distributed over three countries, seven institutions and twelve timezones
and more institutions are expected to contribute as the project enters the construction phase. Distributed teams
can result in difficulties in communication and the motivation of isolated team members. Fast networks, ubiqui-
tous webcam availability, agile methodologies and advances in web site technologies continue to aid distributed
software development and within CCAT we have implemented several approaches to maximize team effectiveness.

9.1 Semi-annual face to face meetings

There is still no replacement for face to face meetings to maximize information transfer between team members.
Full team meetings are held every six months and are a critical aspect of team building. They allow people to
resolve misundertandings that built up over the intervening months, as well as provide a social setting in the
evenings and during breaks to build up a rapport with other team members that can not be achieved when you
only know the person over email in a professional context.

9.2 Weekly “standups”

In the northern hemisphere summer there are twelve hours between Hawaii and Germany and it is unreasonable
to expect daily full team meetings when participants in Hawaii have just woken up and those in Germany are
eating their evening meal. As a compromise we have a full team video conference call each week to summarize
progress and report on any tasks that are being blocked. We have investigated a number of different video
conferencing technologies including Google Hangout†, GoToMeeting‡ and Zoom§. Each of these are capable

∗http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
†https://plus.google.com
‡http://www.gotomeeting.com
§https://www.zoom.us
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of screen sharing and ten video participants. They differ somewhat in pricing strategies and the ability for
people to call in from a telephone. For example, Google Hangouts let you add people by calling their number,
GoToMeeting provides call in numbers for multiple countries and Zoom provides a US toll-free number where
the host must pay a per-minute charge. Ideally people would call in using apps on their smartphones and tablets
if they are not using a computer but during the transition from phone conferencing to video conferencing there
is still a need to support the telephone system.

9.3 Team communication

Mailing lists exist for each workpackage but email discussions can become unwieldy as a topic is discussed over
many days with many levels of quoting. A mailing list is fine for a short broadcast to team members but we are
also considering collaborative instant messaging tools such as Campfire,¶, FlowDock‖, and HipChat.∗∗ These
tools allow general conversations to occur throughout the day and lower the barrier for asking quick questions to
other team members. They do not, however, solve the issues associated with debating larger topics over many
days.

We are considering discussion tools such as Discourse††. Fora have the best potential for simplifying long form
debates on a particular topic as they allow quoting of particular paragraphs and responses to responses whilst
keeping the information in a single location and not spread over a hundred emails. In some sense the code review
features of Github could easily serve a similar purpose although expecting people to submit discussion topics to
a git repository dedicated to this purpose may be a step too far for people (developing long-form documentation
using Github is done regularly). Ideally it should be possible to upload gists‡‡ and allow immediate inline
commentary but at present Github do not support this.

9.4 Source Control and Collaboration

Distributed revision control systems, such as git, that are designed with distributed teams in mind are a huge
aid to modern software development. Branching in a repository is now seen as an every day event rather than
something that only the brave should attempt.

We have looked at both Github and Atlassian’s Bitbucket and have decided to use Github since its collab-
oration tools are significantly more powerful and easier to use. One key aspect is the integrated wikis that are
themselves hosted as git repositories and allow the use of Markdown along with many other markup languages.
We develop using feature branches and make use of the code review features and issue trackers provided by
Github.

We have available up to 20 private git repositories that can be used for internal document development and
for early development of modules, but the default is for all CCAT source code to be developed in public under
a 3-clause BSD license in a similar approach to that taken by LSST (albeit with a different, less restrictive,
license).61∗

9.5 Kanban boards

The Kanban approach to software development62 is a very popular agile technique but becomes difficult in a
distributed team when a physical Kanban board is being used. Online Kanban boards are now available from
many companies and currently we favor Trello† although the integration with Github issues is not optimal.

¶https://campfirenow.com
‖https://www.flowdock.com
∗∗http://www.hipchat.com
††http://www.discourse.org
‡‡https://gist.github.com
∗For details on the LSST software licensing policy see https://dev.lsstcorp.org/trac/wiki/SWLicense
†http://trello.com
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